THE ECONOMY OF INDO-CHINA
is his only asset can get so far ahead. Chinese commerce is so grafted
hi to native production that it forms a double menace. Not a farmer
lirosclf, the Chinese controls farming—as is illustrated by the Chinese
domination of rice, the colony's major export. An agent from one of the
big Cholon firms, or even an independent speculator, goes from village
to village in his boat, gathering in the sacks of rice and draining the
harvest to the town. The same is true of fishing and other kinds of
production. Western buyers have none of these direct contacts with
the producers. The Chinese are able to exploit most cleverly the
Aimamites' lack of capital and perennial need of money. To get ready-
money quickly, they are willing to pledge their daughters or the next rice
harvest at a price much below their worth. In buying paddy the Chinese
n®t only speculate on the solvency of the natives, but on the price it
will fetch in the world market, for it is usually bought up some months
before the harvest. Except for its actual growing, the collecting, husk-
ing, and exportation of rice is in Chinese hands. On the rare occasions
when these clever creditors bring suit—they usually prefer to threaten
debtors and thereby increase their hold—they invariably win, for they
are careful to remain strictly within the law. All business to the Chinese
is a vast gamble—speculation and long-term risks. They have no savings
for they cannot bear to leave capital idle. They evince courage in sup-
porting their numerous losses. If bankrupt, they cheerily disappear
and begin again as soon as they can. This means that there is no Chinese
bourgeoisie: they are either rich or poor, and not permanently either.
The Chinese are remarkably versatile, and excel equally as farmers^
merchants, coolies, or bankers, with profit to themselves and to the
administration to which they become indispensable intermediaries.
They suffer from no capital-labour antagonisms. It is often a family
afiair» and the employees have a share in the profits. In time, by saving
tad by winning the confidence of an influential man, the employee will
Mmsdf become an 'employer. Through a MgHy developed spirit of
association, the Chinese 'enter into joint business operations with their
neighbours, but each, maintains his commercial personality, so the
risks of competition are thereby minimized. No written contract 'exists*
At New Yeais (Tet) the accounts are balanced and the profits
shared.
The kck of individualism and the omnipotence of the group make
for practical difficulties which the French, as well as the Amtiuxiites,
learned to their, sorrow. In aay Chinese company it is impcssiiie
tt> find out who are its teal directors, Every individual changes his

